[Magnetic field on the deranged accommodation of visual detector terminal operators].
The effects of magnetic fields on the accommodation of operators engaged in visual display terminals (VDT) who complained of asthenopia and proved to have some abnormalities in the semistastic properties of accommodation were examined. Before and after loading a magnetic field of 400 Gauss or 2,000 Gauss on the eye, the quasistatic properties of accommodation were measured and compared. The quasistastic properties analyzed in this experiment were the maximum amplitude of accommodation and the gradient of accommodation that means a ratio of accommodative response to accommodative stimulus. Both factors were statistically improved in a dose dependent manner after loading the magnetic field, i.e. 2,000 Gauss was more effective than 400 Gauss concerning the improvement of accommodation. To exclude a psychogenic effects, simulated loading by a placebo which was an imitation magnet which did not produce a magnetic field was also applied to the patients, but no improvement was detected. Normal persons who were examined as controls showed no statistical change in the semistastic properties of accommodation after loading of the magnetic field. After examination of the semistatic properties of accommodation, refraction was also estimated by an autorefractometer, but no change was detected in either patients or controls. The magnetic field seemed definitely to have effects on the functionally involved accommodative system.